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Some very significant amateurs
Mule driver, who became Hubble's assistant, then an astronomer

Actress, who jointly invented spread spectrum communications technology

Optician, who discovered the solar spectrum

Singer and general helper, who discovered six comets and wrote books

Wife of a wealthy businessman, who recorded hundreds of stellar spectra

Author, broadcaster and engineer, who has discovered >100 supernovae

Milton 
Humason

Hedy 
Lamarr

Josef 
Fraunhofer

Caroline 
Herschel

Margaret 
Huggins

Tom Boles



“. . . a ragged band of bloggers . . . has done a 
better job of subjecting an entire industry's 
claims to meaningful, public, scientific scrutiny 
than the media, the industry itself, and even its 
own regulator” - Dr Ben Goldacre

“Now 
charlatans will 

know to 
beware the 

geeks” – Nick 
Cohen

The active public today!
“Twitter can't be gagged: 
online outcry over 
Guardian/Trafigura order” 
- Mercedes Bunz 

Scrutiny, analysis, and sharing information

Blogs



The Sloan Digital Sky Survey

One of many vast public databases . . .

From http://www.resceu.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp

www.sdss.org
Galaxy NGC 3367

http://www.sdss.org/�


A quarter of the sky: ~ 2 million objects
More data than scientists can deal with!



Galaxy Zoo: 
Crowdsourcing

Classifying galaxies by 
shape – no astronomy 

knowledge required



“We'd forgotten 
how the Internet 
works” - Dr Chris 
Lintott

10 million 
classications in 3 
weeks

Citizen astronomy proved very popular!



Asteroids
3-armed spirals

Comets

Gravitational 
Lenses

Polar Rings

Asteroids

Ring Galaxies 
(3%)

Hanny's 
Voorwerp



Elephant

Dolphin

3 birds

E.T.

Fun with mergers! 
Galactic Animals

Snail



“. . . unlike [Stardust@Home], where the task is set 
from the top down, the Galaxy Zoo community has 
its own ideas about what can be done with the SDSS 
data.”

- The Guardian, 15th January 2009



The Peas Project
Starry Nite: “Now, to prove that I’m not 
obsessed with them, a list of all the Peas with 
spectral charts arranged by z-shift [link] . . .

Characteristics of a “Pea” galaxy A.K.A. OIII 
galaxy:
1. Mostly-flat spectral chart except for:
2. An extreme peak at OIII (double-ionized 
oxygen emission line),
3. If there is a peak at OII, it must be shorter 
than the OIII peak,
4. Other peaks must all be smaller than the OIII.
5. Any H-peaks should be narrow, not wide-
based which might indicate a quasar (with a 
redshift z<0.3).
6. Redshift range (z) of approximately 0.14 –
0.35 for a green color on SDSS.”

Galaxy Hunters Inc: “UMmmm. Starry 
………..Just so I understand …………What is 
your definition of obsession?” 



The Irregulars Project

Starforming?

Core?

Bar?

Spiral structure?

Merging?

Environment?

Richard Proctor, a telecoms consultant, has developed 
webpages to sort mergers, peas and irregulars. He 
developed his own classification system for irregulars ...



Project About the Irregulars Project

'“Do-It-Ourselves Science”: A Case Study of 
Volunteer-Initiated Citizen Science Involvement' -
Jordan Raddick, Pamela Gay & Georgia Bracey

“The enthusiasm and skill with which volunteers freely chose to 
pursue self-directed research was an exciting surprise to us . . . 
volunteers’ forum posts seem to demonstrate thinking that reflects 
the nature of science, as defined by AAAS [1]”

Examples:
“The largest study of irregulars to date looked at 161 of them, we 
have thousands ...” (Dec 09, 2008)
“I am reluctant to add new buttons at this stage... one has to 
consider how to evaluate the results where only some clicks the 
new category.” (Dec 11, 2008)
“Has there been any systematic effort to go through the SDSS 
field and pick out irregulars?” (Mar 19, 2009)



“There is no status attached to 
newbie, oldie, zooite, 

zookeeper...we all try to work on 
an equal footing...some know 

more than others, but that 
knowledge is made available for 

sharing, not for overshadowing.” -
Weezerd

“I thought I was better than the 
'amateur astronomer', as if I 
wasn't one. I was way off the 

mark...If I hadn't found this place, I 
don't know where I'd be. This is a 
place that's better than any book 

or class.” - EdV



Citizen Science: good for 
women, or people in general?

Accessible to anybody who has a computer

Not a career

No requirement to relocate

Put in as much or little time as you choose

Less competitive

A social activity

Many find it a good way to learn

Currently a majority of male “zooites” and probably bloggers - is this 
likely to change?

NOT a substitute for a career!!! (but better than nothing!)



Thank You!
The Galaxy Zoo Team

The Galaxy Zoo Volunteers

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey

The Irregular Hunters: Richard Proctor, Julia Wilkinson, Aida Berges; and citizen 
science analysers Jordan Raddick, Pamela Gay and Georgia Bracey

The “Peascorps”: Elisabeth Baeten, Gemma Coughlin, Dan Goldstein, Brian 
Legg, Christian Manteuffel, Mark McCallum, Richard Proctor, Richard Nowell, 
Hanny van Arkel; and the scientists Kevin Schawinski and Carie Cardamone

Karen Masters for very useful “She is an Astronomer” interviews

Edd Edmondson for introducing me to the “skeptics” (wider citizen science); and
Simon Singh, Richard Wilson, Simon Perry, Alan Henness and many other 
bloggers and Twitterers for their examinations of public information

And Helen Walker and Quentin Stanley for advice on this presentation!
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